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Why Choose Organic?
We have all heard of organic farming and the practice of growing food sustainably
without synthetic herbicides, pesticides, and fungicides but only recently it has
started to expand into the landscape and gardening industry. There has been a
big increase in customers that are looking for an eco-friendlier way to control
pests and weeds in their gardens and this in turn has been passed on to their
contractors. Of the 52% of households growing food at home 71% of households
are doing so to produce healthier food. This goes hand in hand with a reduction of
synthetic inputs. One of the top barriers (40% of non-food gardening households)
is a lack of time. It can be difficult area to navigate as a landscape and gardening
business but if you can get the basics right there is large value to be added to your
business and may be what you need to get those picky customers over the line.

Pushing For A Greener Environment For Your
Customers
Across Australia contractors and Land holders have made a commitment to
investigate sustainable land management practices. The reason for this push in
sustainability is stated to maintain and nurture our natural environment for the
benefit of future generations. Over the last few decades, we have seen synthetic
chemicals reduce in effectiveness and there is growing anxiety about people and
animals being exposed to them. The community wants to see investment in organic
solutions as an alternative to synthetic herbicides and being on the front line of
weed control, landscaper and gardeners have the ability to make the switch for the
environment and an increase in environmentally conscious customers. We can
provide a solution that when used in targeted areas as part of a program will
eradicate the weeds and seeds a residential and commercial setting, reducing long
term infestation and ensuring the area is left without residuals.

Seed Control and Long Term Weed Suppression
Synthetic vs Bioweed long term weed control

Seed Control
Many landscape and garden maintenance businesses are making the switch or at least
the addition of Bioweed to their spray plans as not only does it help to put the
customers at ease it will actually increase time for other jobs down the track. Bioweed
unique seed control abilities mean that you can reduce spraying over time. How many
jobs have you been to that seem to stay the same month to month? This can be put
down to the lack of seed control from conventional sprays. Getting this part of the
weeds life cycle under control means the customer can stay happy for longer and limit
the number of after hour calls complaining about “the weeds coming back too quickly”.
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Urban and Built Areas
How does Bioweed work in a residential and commercial setting?

Precious plants and sensitive areas
Often users can have issues with systemic herbicides around young and touchy
plants such as roses, ornamental and fruiting plants. Roses have fibrous root
systems that tend to spread out close to the surface of the soil. Glyphosate can
damage these root systems and in turn damage the roses. Bioweed is perfect for
this type of setting as you can spray the weeds out of the garden bed without ever
worrying about the leeching of herbicide into off target plants. Bioweed has also
been tested on earth worm and microbial populations without any effect to the
strength of these populations. Making Bioweed the perfect weed killer for garden
beds and mulched areas.

User and public safety
In the last 25 years over 20 of the 30 common pesticides that were available for
the home market have been banned. There has been a large cultural shift
towards more sustainable and ecofriendly alternatives. Bioweed Organic uses
natural ingredients that gives the highest level of user and public safety. Bioweed
has no with holding period, this means that you can spray Bioweed in areas
without removing animals or the worry of notifying people with signage of
synthetic chemicals. Bioweed is also non residual and will be broken down by soil
bacteria in under 72hrs. Leaving you worry free after leaving a sensitive job site.

Cost Benefits
The benefits of Bioweed are not only for the long term. Offering an alternative to
synthetic herbicides can add a very real dollar value to your business. Over the last
few years residential and commercial customers have become aware of the bad
publicity around the use of glyphosate. Putting the debate aside, adding an organic
option like Bioweed can increase your conversion rates of new leads by
accommodating to the more sustainable and eco conscious customer.
Of course, not every situation will be right for Bioweed but having it in your weed
control management can be the difference between you and the competition.
Although organic certification is not as important in the landscaping industry it can
be a big selling point to show customers that you are using sustainably sourced
products that have minimal impacts on the environment. In an urban setting run off
from residential and commercial properties can seriously affect the surrounding
waterways. Using Bioweed and our other organic products can help to lower your
businesses environmental impact and shows the customer that they can have an
affordable and ecofriendly garden without having to do any of the work themselves.
Studies have shown that over 40% of home gardeners use organic practices at home
so why not bring it up with them next time you are on the phone or catch them at
their property. It could be the difference between your business and the
competition.

Understanding the difference
Its common in the garden maintenance industry to hear about organic sprays and
how they flat out do not work... Usually this comes down to user error. Countless
landscapers and gardeners have taken Bioweed on board and have had great
success. Wanting the product to work and understanding the fundamental
differences in the product is what is needed for success. Bioweed is a different
product and needed to be looked at this way. Making sure you have all the
information before you start spraying will be the difference. Getting your workers
to understand that this is a different product to conventional herbicides and has
its benefits and limitations will ensure you get the best results.

Real Time Advice and Knowledge
We here at Bioweed understand that every situation is different. As you know
weeds come in all shapes and sizes depending on where in Australia you are. So,
we have full time agronomists on call to give you the best possible advice for any
situation.
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